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PRESIDENT'S PIECE
Hi folks. The anagama firing was amazing, as it always
is. Thank you Alan for organising the entire thing. And
Graeme and June, Shigi, Roger, Mal, Mike, Andy and
everyone else who split and loaded and stoked. I
walked up the hill from Tekapu Road station (try it) and
did a fantastic 6 till midnight shift with Rebecca, Andy
and Jaqui. We shared thick leather apron to stop
burning off our thighs. Dark dark glasses. A selection
of gloves with the index finger of one cast rigid by some
adventure. One person slipping in the wood passed by
another. Transporting wood from side to side. Sitting
in the pit not too close to burn, not too far to chill,
talking away. The kiln hummed through the night,
intense light and heat each time the door was opened,
sooty lick of flame out the hole in the top, flames
leaping out of the chimney into the night. A more
pleasant evening I have not passed in a while. Then
another fine shift in the morning with Mike and Gavin.
Talking about pots and wood. Shigi came eventually.
Stood and watched. Pondered. Got out his newlypurchased sand blaster gun from some auto parts
shop. Talked of spraying extra ash. (Did you do that,
Shigi?) Said the kiln was happy. The kiln was happy.
As were all who turned out for the opening the following
Sunday.

And then our 54th annual exhibition. It just looked
great, especially with the work spread out through the
whole gallery. It was another Roger and Vera special.
These two have been organising exhibitions for years.
They do it brilliantly. Everything runs super smoothly.
Everything is thought of. They got Brendan Adams
down to do the selecting on the Wednesday, done at
the gallery. He selected an exhibition of great variety.
Then Sue Scobie set it all up, with Jodie from the
Academy, working into the night to make sure all was
ready for the Thursday opening. Thank you Roger,
Vera, Sue, plus all the others who helped with the
roster, packing, unpacking, transporting and so on.
The awards went to Sue Scobie, Elaine Marland and
Jennifer Turnbull, with Margery Smith picking up the
people‟s choice award. Thanks to Wellington Potters
Supplies and Primo Clays for offering two of the prizes.
See you at the AGM. The potters Olympics are back.
Look out for the amazing Vivian Rodriguez throwing big
pots in November.
Gwyn

NEWSLETTER BY EMAIL?
If you would like to receive the WPA newsletter by email instead of hardcopy please send your email address to Vera at
davee@paradise.net.nz. Receiving the newsletter by email will help the club with economics and the environment. You
will also receive it sooner (and in colour)! Cheers 
WPA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – SUNDAY 28 OCTOBER 2012, 4PM AT THE ROOMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Business
Apologies
Minutes of AGM held 16 October 2011
President‟s Report
Treasurer‟s Report
Elections:

Officers
o President
o Vice President
o Secretary
o Treasurer
 Members: Six
7. Other Business

A COUPLE OF NOTES ABOUT THE ELECTION
The officers of the Association shall be a president, vice president, secretary and treasurer. In addition there shall be a
further six elected members who together with the immediate past president (ex-officio) shall comprise the Committee
(WPA Rule 9).
Nominations of officers or of members of the Committee may be made at, or before the Annual Meeting, but no person
shall be nominated unless he or she is either present in person, or has consented in writing to stand for the position
(WPA Rule 13).
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WELLINGTON POTTERS' MINI OLYMPICS - 3PM, SUNDAY 28 OCTOBER
We have the AGM on Sunday 28th October at 4pm at the Rooms
Before this, at 3pm, we invite you all to join us at the Wellington Potters' own Olympics,
and afterwards join us for a pot luck meal. Bring some food and whatever you fancy to
drink.
Choose a team to support: Shane's Shakers, Rosemary's Rouseabouts, Rhonda's
Rodeo, Vivian's Vixens and the Golden Gladiators. Watch with amazement as they
attempt to pull the longest handle, make a musical instrument (blow their own trumpet?),
make an animal (you decide what it is!), and throw a lovely little doll's teaset. The team event will be an installation - the
subject to be drawn by each team just before the Olympics begin. The whole will be judged by Mal the Maestro. He will
probably accept bribes, but they will not necessarily affect the result. His judgement will be final and absolute. The
awards ceremony with announcement and presentation of gold, silver and merit awards will take place after the AGM.
See you there!
2012 WORKSHOP/EVENTS PROGRAMME
Month

Date

Activity

Subject

October

Sun 28

AGM at the rooms

November

Sat 23 & Sun 24

Workshop

Coordinator/tutor
Gwyn Williams

Throwing big pots

Vivian Rodriguez

PAUL PEPWORTH WORKSHOP – CONE 6 GLAZES
Paul‟s workshop was designed
to encourage us to step outside
of our perhaps timid and
narrow approaches to glazing
and to contemplate finding
glazes that juxtapose or do
interesting things over and
under one another. Naturally it
was also designed to
encourage us to use The
Abbotts Range of prepared
glazes, and to use them
knowledgably and with
confidence. They are available
from Wellington Potters Supplies, or can be ordered from them, or directly from Paul‟s ceramic supplies outlet, „Primo
Clays‟, in Palmerston North. The cone 6 glazes in his range, work in interesting and surprising ways together. Some of
them are not terribly exciting by themselves but do something very different over another glaze. It was fun to get the
opportunity to try them out and to make some tests for ourselves.
Paul had some useful tips:








how to make the wax flow (add paraffin oil , baby oil, and a little eucalyptus or lavender oil to paraffin wax) , from a
Greg Daly publication (sorry , the writer is running out of time for the publication dead-line, this recipe is rather long
winded, will publish in the next issue! After we have made it for the rooms and tested it);
add Abbotts Universal medium to make glazes have a brushable consistency to aid layering and decorating,
most of Paul‟s decorating that used slip trailers to make dots, lines etc over other glazes were the brushable
mixtures;
he reminded us how much fun is can be using wax resist to decorate with especially with that wax mixture!
one layer of glaze only on the outside of pots until you know exactly what it is going to do;
cone 6 glazes require a different firing cycle that has slow cooling to bring out the potential in the ingredients;
brushable glazes can go over a regular dipping glaze but not the other way round.
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There is now a comprehensive and beautifully presented pictorial catalogue of the Abbotts Cone 6 glazes in the WPA
library. While its new and very helpful having a range of prepared glazes that you can see pictures of, know exactly how
to fire, have an idea even of what they do with others; the concept of using glazes to decorate pots in this way is nothing
new. One can look at many of the potters of the last generation, Doreen Bloomhardt, Yvonne Rust, Helen Mason, David
Shearer, Frank Light are just a few names that spring to mind just now. Potters having a few (or more than a few) glazes
that worked together, that they knew well and used in an abstract layered or geometric or even pictorial way, was a
popular back in the „70‟s and „80‟s. Brian Gartside is still experimenting and pushing the barriers on what can go
together on a wall tile or plate. Those of us who are lucky enough to have some of „celebrations of glaze‟ from that era
are still enjoying them. Maybe this is the start of a return to „glaze as decoration‟. I hope so.
It ought to be possible for members who would like to try these very reliable glazes to get together to buy the 2 kg lots
that they are available in. 500g is plenty of glaze to experiment with if you are making it brushable or using it to dip or
pour or slip trail in a decorative way, either with one another or in conjunction with the club cone 6 glazes.. Perhaps this
is a discussion we can have with the new committee after the AGM if there is interest from members to purchase smaller
amounts of some of these glazes. Let us know.
Rosemary
OCARINA MAKING CLASS ON SUNDAY 4 NOVEMBER, 3-6PM, BY TODD CHAPLIN
Ocarina's are awesome little ancient clay wind instruments, I love playing
these wee guys. Dating back over 12,000 years, people have been loving
these in cultures all around the world. They sound fun, are small and
robust, you can string them around your neck and show your friends how
you can play cool ditties, and best of all, you made it yourself!
On the day we'll be learning how to simply craft a small pendant Ocarina
with 4-5 finger holes, tune it accurately to the major scale, and add any
fancy decoration (like etching or coloured slip). Your Ocarina will be fired
in the kiln a week later, and ready to collect by Nov 18. Take it home and
add a necktie and beads to flash it up! Cost - $50.
Keen to hear what an Ocarina sounds like? Check out my short video on
http://www.southerncrossflutes.com/about/craftworkshops.htm

A WARM WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Shona Weller, Igor Nadj and Makaira Jenkins
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CERAMICUS 2012
The Diamond Jubilee Celebration of water colours and ceramics was the perfect venue for the wearing my fabulous fake
diamond necklace. Alas in the drama of the moment I forgot and although we arrived exactly on time minus said item
the party was well under way. Potters look so different in normal attire. Usually we present in clay splattered random
family cast offs. We were greeted by a stunningly sophisticated Lyuba who was passing round cocktail snacks. Helping
her were Roger and Jan's beautiful grandchildren. Jo and Mike were managing the bar (jolly nice wine - someone
knows their stuff) and two musicians serenaded throughout the viewing.

The waterfront gallery is large by local standards and was fully stocked with hundreds of water colours and dozens of
pots. It was a fantastic display, too much for one visit, and many of us and other patrons came back for at least a
second viewing. Visitors appeared to appreciate the volume of work and many people spent the recent cold and wet
days of the Wellington Spring having a leisurely wander.
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An added bonus was the several demonstrations by watercolour artists who gave freely of their time and shared tips and
techniques. Also on display and some for sale was a selection of extraordinary botanical prints and paintings.
At the opening night Brendon Adams, the guest potter and judge made an amusing speech paralleling his winning
choices by reference to the the seven deadly sins, in particular jealousy and pride as he validated his method. He
emphasised that his preferences were highly personal and that his choices, although they included craft and skill,
inevitably tended towards subjectivity.
Sue Scobie once again took the premier award with her
layered clay vessels, along with highly recommended award
winner Elaine Marland's anagama sculpted head and merit
award for Jennifer Turnbull's stamped fleur-de-lis platter.
The overwhelming impression of such an exhibition is the
variety. As you walk around the exhibits you can't help but
marvel how individual potters can manipulate mud into
delicate or decorated or earthy shapes creating infinite
examples of colour, texture and form.
Brendon's exhibits demonstrated his skill in creating large
decorated shields and vases strengthened by a perlite mix
which he shared with those who managed to attend his
workshop.
My pick of his work would be the shields which were embellished with carving, drawing and texture. Everyone felt
envious of the raffle prizes. I suspect that more than a few people will be waiting by the phone next weekend.
The opening was followed by dinner at the Long Room where we managed to take over the restaurant by rearranging
the tables and upping the decibels. Mal even managed to pull off a miracle by turning his water into red wine. Most
mysterious Mal. I for one was most impressed. It was a great evening. I have included photos to save me another
thousand words.
Rhonda
STOP PRESS
We are delighted to acknowledge Wellington City Council's Creative Communities who have granted us $1,000 towards
the cost of running Ceramicus12.
The People's Choice Award donated by Wellington Potters' Supplies was won by Margery Smith for her 'Sunrise Bowl'.
FROM THE ROOMS
The WPA committee recently had an email from the amazing Clay Recyclers, Marilyn & Andy. They are the dedicated
elves whose pugging makes use of our cast-offs, and thus the clay for sale just inside the entry door. They do it for club
members - and that has been the intention since Maureen Irving began this task. The email was a reminder about the
purpose; the clay is intended for Club Members Only, for their personal use, or for a teaching/demonstration project,
which they are overseeing. The puggers assume that the clay will be fired and glazed, moulded by hand or on the
wheel, so it is prepared as carefully as possible to mix the clays thoroughly, to achieve a suitable moisture content, and
to extract any foreign matter. If bits of medal, sponge, wood and even needles are hidden in the recycled rolls, the
puggers feel abashed and apologise profusely. Such accidents are another reason the clay must not be sold to the
general public for unsupervised use, especially by children.
If schools, community groups, non-member individuals show up at our doors wanting to buy recycled clay, they should
be directed to other sources, such as Wellington Potters Supply in Khandallah, where they can buy all sorts of clays, as
well as modelling clay for children. The club has decided to set the price of the recycled clay at $10, which is still a
bargain, but slightly more gives respect to the value of the clay and the work that Marilyn and Andy do. And a reminder
to members - when you buy recycled clay, please fill in the record sheet on the wall above. As with our other recordkeeping processes - for purchasing new clay and for firing slips - the processes are simple, but it causes real headaches
if the records aren't accurate.
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BRENDON ADAMS DEMONSTRATION 13 OCTOBER 2012

On a simplistic level the purpose of this demonstration was to show us how Brendon makes and decorates his
paper/fibre clay for use in his wall shields. In reality this was a master class. An opportunity to be with an expert in his
profession and ask endless (in my case often amateur) questions.
So let‟s start with the paper/fibre clay. This recipe produces a very lightweight finished piece e.g. a 60cm high, 40cm
wide shield which can be hung on one nail. Impressive.
The recipe:





4 litres/parts EXPANDED perlite, plaster fine, so your work doesn't blow up in the kiln! (purpose: lightness. It is 70%
silica)
2 litres/parts ball clay (purpose: plasticity. The casting slip is very 'short')
1 fistful of cut up fibreglass fibre (purpose: green strength)
3 litres/parts casting slip (he uses a standard white production slip) mixed with 1 toilet roll to 7.5litres casting slip
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The method. Chuck everything but the casting slip into a container. Mix it with a small garden fork (yes really!) till
elements thoroughly mixed. Add casting slip. Mix, with your fork, until it resembles apple crumble topping. Add enough
water to make the consistency you want.
This makes a somewhat granular mixture. Feels slightly porridgey (is that a word?), not at all like 'usual' clay. Ideal for
pushing into moulds. Harder to use for hand building. Vivien has taken a small amount to try throwing it – we'll ask her
how she found it. I've taken a handful to try handbuilding, come see it if you visit the rooms.
And now to the master class. I came away with a list longer than my arm of tips, tricks and ideas to take into my work in
the future. The following are my personal major 'aha' moments.
You can decorate the INSIDE of the mould (coloured slips, drawings, textures) before putting the clay into it … Hey,
never thought of doing THAT.
Stay within the natural properties of the clay/materials you are using. Flow with them, not against them. What a
pleasure it is to watch an expert handling his materials gently, easily, boldly … and getting such amazing results from it
… Using 'expensive' tools, like a wooden kebab skewer. OK, deep envy moment, I admit it
Create a fractured looking surface by dusting a slab of clay with powdered ball clay (like a layer of cornflour). Move the
slab so fractures appear, apply it to piece. Similar effect can be created by brushing on a layer of sodium silicate. Dry
slightly with hot air gun. Move it about … Voila!
Sketch in clay. Always. Even before making a pot. Develop your proportions on a small scale then work to them. Know
where you are going from the start rather than working it out on the hop. You can tell this guy is a tutor, he's bossy!
He uses a gorgeous bronzing slip. Recipe: 7 parts Manganese Dioxide, 1 part Copper Oxide, 3 parts China clay.
Applied then wiped off this comes out with a graphite like bronzy sheen. Used thick it turns gold. Used under a white
slip the copper puts a green glow through the finish. Yum.
Magic water. For use when joining. More effective than vinegar since it assists ceramic bonding during firing. Recipe 3
tablespoons sodium silicate, 1.5 teaspoons soda ash in half a bucket of water. Don't overuse in joints, this would add
too much silica, but apparently will 'change your life' (to quote Brendan) when used in small amounts …
To make a terracotta like clay that fires to cone 6, mix it 50/50 with Feeneys White Raku clay.
What else can I say? This is a short synopsis. I have a book full of tips to make slips, clays to use, tools and methods
for coiling, methods to assist drying (a natty little homemade fan and wheel turner), recipes for plaster to make light
moulds. If you didn't make it, shame you couldn't be there. All this for a mere 15 bucks? I'm seriously impressed.
Sarah Brock
WPA LIBRARY REVIEWS
JOURNALS
The latest of these journals are reference only in the Library, and can be borrowed when the next issue arrives. Note
that I missed the last issue of the newsletter, so earlier issues on this list have been replaced in the “Latest Issues” box
and can now be borrowed!
Pottery Making Illustrated, vol.15 number 4, July/August 2012
 Glaze Chemistry: Nutmeg Remix; Tips for Making a Slump Mould; HandBuilt Nesting Bowls; Throwing Earthenware
Clay
Ceramics Technical, no34, 2012
 Working with Clay in Bhutan; The White Spots of Maiolica Ware; Macsabal Woodfiring Symposium & Kiln
Construction; Fuel-Efficient Firing with a Recuperative Air Burner System; Technical Processes in Pit-Firing; Studies
in Combining Ceramics and Glass; A Potential for Paperclay Water Filters
Ceramic Review, no256, July/August 2012
 Flame and Ash – Wood-firing at Muchelney Pottery; Alexandra Engelfriet‟s Wood-fired Objects; The Ancient
Inspirations of Contemporary Japanese artist Ifurai; Technical Knowledge – Bisque Firing Part 2; Building an 8 cubic
foot gas kiln
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Pottery Making Illustrated, vol.15 number 5, September/October 2012
 KilnLink Monitoring System; Handbuilt Salt & Pepper Shakers; Orange and Red Glazes; Replacing Kiln Elements
Ceramic Review, no257, September/October 2012
 Czech Potter Jitka Palmer; Dutch artist Bouke de vries gives New Life to Old Ceramics; Text & Pot: Carys Davies‟
Carefully Incised Pots
The Log Book, no50, 2012
 Rock Creek Kilns; Catenary Arch Tube Kilns; Train Kilns
The Log Book, no51, 2012
 Firing a Traditional Woodfire Salt-glaze kiln; Experiments in Suburban Woodfiring (!)
Artzone, no45, 2012
 Artist Profile: Roberta Thornley
Ceramics: Art and Perception, no87, 2012
 Simcha Even-Chen – Nude Raku; Renee Reichenbach – Slab, Coloured Inlaid Work; Mark Hewitt‟s Woodfired Salt
Glazed Large Vessels; Figuration at the Clay Studio
Ceramics: Art and Perception, no88, 2012
 Creamware; The Antipodean World of Stephen Bowers Ceramics; Paula Shalan‟s Earthenware; Claudia Lis‟
Celadon Glazed Stoneware & Porcelain; Recent Work by Lyttelton-Based artist Cheryl Lucas
Ceramics: Art and Perception, no87, 2012
 Nino Caruso: Sculptor and Ceramist; Power of Pattern – Geometric Designs of David MacDonald; Antonella Cimatti
– Porcelain and Light; Beatrice Wood – A Lustre for Life
Craft Arts International, no85, 2012
 Pamela Rawnsley – Fine Metals; Derek Boncomo – Turned & Carved Wood; Colin Reid – Cast Optical Glass;
Megan Puls – Ceramic Art; Kent Lauer – Cold-Worked Glass
Elaine Marland, Librarian
5 October 2012
IT'S BECOMING ANAGAMA!

At the end of an arduous two weeks followed by a respite while the kiln cooled, Shige Ohashi, the Firing Master, was
moved to proudly proclaim, once the kiln had disgorged it contents, “It‟s becoming anagama”. He believes that this, the
eighth firing, produced the best results achieved since the inaugural firing in March 2006. Originally planned for April,
the 2012 firing was twice postponed, the first postponement to allow sufficient time for the firewood to be split and dry
and the second to allow me to recover from a double hernia acquired in a bout of over enthusiastic earth and cement
moving activity at home.
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The firing started on Wednesday 12 September at 9:00
am and ended 97½ hours later at 10:30 am on Sunday
16 September when supplies of dry wood were
exhausted and recourse was made to damp wood.

15-16 kgs of was wadding was produced comprising 1
part alumina hydrate, 1 part china clay and 1 part flour.
The latter attracted the attention of mice in the previous
firing but fortunately not on this occasion.

Each firing is the culmination of an immense amount of
effort on the part of many people. This year was no
exception. The preparatory phases include:

Loading started on the Wednesday morning and
continued up to and including Sunday. Given the large
number of pieces received and their dimensions, Shige
was faced with a daunting task in trying to
accommodate them all in the kiln. Despite doubters,
me included, he succeeded. Shige had a break on the
Monday and resumed loading on the Tuesday. Rising
at 5:30 am each morning he regularly worked 11 hour
days (my pets enjoyed their early breakfasts).

Kiln maintenance
Shelf cleaning: All of the shelves had been cleaning
after the 2011 firing but on this occasion Shige insisted
that many, on closer inspection, needed a more
thorough cleaning. Also given the number of pieces
submitted for the firing, shelves were borrowed from the
adjacent Mad Hatters‟ kiln. Thus for a day and a half
immediately prior to loading the kiln, the site was a
scene of frenetic activity as shelves were cleaned on
both sides. Thanks to Murray McGaughran for his
energetic contribution.
An additional 40 props were cut by Graeme Houston
and cleaned by Ben Crotty for the firing. They were all
used.

Loading completed (and 64 shelves later) work on
installing the wicket started on the Tuesday (made
more exciting by a hail storm) and was finished the
following morning before Andy Rattenbury lit the fire.
Many people assisted in the loading phase so critical to
the success of a firing. I want to single out for special
thanks Andy who assisted Shige throughout most of
this phase. Her assistance and encouragement were
invaluable.

Wood preparation: This year the firewood was sourced
by Graeme Houston from the upper reaches of the
Horokiwi Quarry. Wood processing was cheerfully
undertaken by Roger Pearce, Mike Atkins, Graeme
Houston, Gwyn Williams, Mike Turner and me. The
performance of the kiln was in no small measure due to
the very dry firewood available to the stokers.

A veteran of over 50 anagama firings in Japan, Shige,
as one would expect, has developed a philosophy
about such firings. The elements of this philosophy
were reiterated in an article I wrote in the WPA‟s
August newsletter in which I quoted Shige:
"Prologue
‘Inevitability’, ‘Accident’ and ‘Time’. These are my
favourite key words. Nature and Life on the Earth were
born fro these key words. If I could feel them in
something, it would touch my heart. Anagama firing
may give it to me, although it is very, very small
compared with happenings in the universe.

Glazes: Three glazes were supplied for use by
members by courtesy of Mal Sole.
Receiving: Roger Pearce, assisted by Marilyn Hester
and Andy Rattenbury, received most of the pieces at
the rooms. With the addition of pieces delivered by
individual members to the site, approximately 330
pieces were available for the firing.

Loading
I will load each piece as to get good ‘Inevitable’ results
of the firing on it as much as possible. When I put a
piece on a shelf, I imagine how the flame flows and
how much wood ash the flame contains. The pieces on
the shelves are decorated with the flame and ashes, or
shadow of other pieces.

Loading: The boxes of pieces transported from the
rooms were opened and laid out on Monday 3
September. These pieces, plus those delivered by
members to the site, formed the basis of the 3 D puzzle
that confronted Shige as he pondered and dreamt
about how best to accommodate them in the kiln. He
resisted suggestions to tumble stack pieces, a practice
that was demonstrated at the Woodstoke conference in
March.

At completion of the loading, the Anagama firing is over
50% done.
Firing
It’s a fun time. Things we can do are not so many.
Stoke pieces of firewood believing in the power of the
Anagama kiln for about 100 hours. If you believe in the
kiln, it may give us a beautiful ‘Accident’.

There was a fleeting concern that some pieces may
have been made of midfire clay (cone 6) or recycled
clay containing large proportions of midfire clay.
Visions of melted blobs of clay appeared. However,
these concerns were allayed and fortunately did not
materialise.

A time of 100 hours is long. During stoking firewood,
we not only increase the temperature, but also make up

Apart from additional shelf cleaning, wadding
preparation started in earnest on the Tuesday. About
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the natural glaze with wood ashes and apply it on the
pieces little by little. It’s Time.

Expectation of your piece
Do not expect a good result on your piece. Such
expectation will disappoint you. The results on your
piece will never be like what you expect. Please expect
the unexpected. Please try to find a beautiful face on
your piece after the firing. Your piece had been
standing in the massive flame for 100 hours long. It
must give us good hints for the next firing”.

We can’t control everything happening in the kiln. I
want to have the kiln fire our pieces without human’s
petty thinking. However, we have to feed the energy of
the firewood to the kiln effectively. We need to
understand the current situation/condition of the kiln.
Sitting just before the kiln, listen to the kiln and
communicate with the kiln. It’s a delightful time.

The firing was divided into 16 shifts (five 8 hour and eleven 6 hour
shifts). In the event the 16th shift wasn‟t needed. Each shift had a
designated shift leader and 2-4 assistants. In excess of 35 people
were involved in the firing. Contrast this with Shige‟s experience in
Japan when a firing of similar duration will often involve only 3 people
each doing 6 hour shifts occasionally aided but more often not.
However, quite apart from not wanting people to be exhausted during
the firing phase and safety considerations, one of the aims of trying to
involve a lot of people is to build up a cadre of experienced wood firing
enthusiasts who can help sustain the activity in Wellington. In
arranging the roster I found it increasingly difficult on this occasion to
attract people to night shifts but fortunately, in the event, was able to
attract a number of stalwarts. Also a number of people volunteered to
assist on more than one shift which was appreciated.
While each shift will assume its own character derived from those
involved and their collective experience, Shige attempted to bring some semblance of order to the process by drafting a
firing plan for each shift. This set out goals for each shift including when, for example, to try to achieve maximum
temperature and to start side stoking. At some stage in the firing these goals were augmented by the application of
additional wood ash.
Having, as a matter of philosophy, abandoned the use of pyrometers in favour of instinct and the eye, the general
consensus was that we achieved a temperature in excess of 1300°. Cones 8, 9, 10 and 11 were employed at the front
and 5, 6, 7 and 8 at the back. There is probably a case to be made for including cone 12 and possibly 13 in the next
firing to satisfy our curiosity.
To better convey the essence of this particular firing, I invited participants to share their impressions, good, bad or
inspiring. Thank you to those who responded. (I‟ve done some minor editing.)
Doctor! Doctor! Help! I think I have pyromania. But seriously, I have learned heaps of stuff about fire and clay and ash. I
loved imagining what was happening inside the kiln every contribution of wood and want to know more! If the masters
write up their assessment based on the results as seen in the pots, I would love to read it. Although I appreciate that an
upping and downing of the heat and ash is necessary, I crave more scientific guidelines for when to stoke and when to
rest. I guess it takes decades of working with the flame to know those answers. Amazing that the accumulated efforts
of so many individual minds can produce such a spectacular firing. Well done everyone! (Marilyn Hester)
Overall success rate of my pottery from this firing is about 30% and this after much remedial grinding. The two most
persistent flaws are; 1. drippings from the kiln shelves above or roof of kiln loaded with sharp black particles of clinker,
2: sharp particles of probably alumina shelf lining collected in the bottom of pots, and 3: contact between some pots.
Hope this will help identify the causes of failures and enable their removal in future firings. (Gavin Dench)
Putting the date back and back = opportunity to get more and more pots made. Knowing my emails full of daft questions
will be answered patiently. Little bit dreading the road up there - anxiety – conscious effort to remain calm. My day
stoking - always aware of the enormous amount of work that has been done to get to this stage – the stacked wood all
around. Pleasure of a day spent with knowledgeable, passionate people - relaxed in an effortful way – all kindness and
sharing – food and potting chitchat. And the driving back down is not nearly so scary. And the resulting pots? –
THRILLING! Thanks so much Wellington Potters – a very special event. (Carol Devlin)
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Well I had a good time on the all women's shift I was in theory supposed to be leader of. Much discussion was had on
the appropriate firing plan that we should be following along with discussion on numerous other topics. Very enjoyable.
(Julie Midgley)
I was delighted the firing time moved and that you asked me to assist Shige. That first impression of returning to the kiln
- humbleness - all that endeavour - a year of wood gathering, brick and shelf cleaning....; stillness - wild weather roared
overhead - the kiln nestled with filigree of mamaku...; warm welcome - June and Graeme and their zest for life....and
inviting the world to their home...; good company - always one of you on duty....; 'New Zealanders don't understand the
anagama'....'Shige, do you have a job for me?'........'Yes...I...want....you to watch!'; the quiet consideration given to each
pot, to each potter, to each placement (asymmetric for the shadow) so that the flame would touch each pot; 'Anagama is
loading. Stoking is stoking'; the wonderful flavour of each stoking shift - all so different and so much fun! Opening the
kiln and seeing the effect of the flame, handling beautiful ware - it was all too fast; now, time to consider before making
for the next anagama!
Lastly, thank-you. it has been a privilege to be part of something big, that has brought so many together and forged new
friendships. (Andy Rattenbury)
While this was yet another fantastic annual event, thanks to your coordination, I had some questions. What makes
some pads fuse to pot and slab while others stay pristine? Is it to do with contamination of some pads with clay? How to
ensure that pots don't touch another pot or the wall? This should be a no brainer. (Barin Das)
Short history of the first "all women’s anagama shift", on Friday 14th. Request on orders sheet, was "keep the
temperature up and down, and stoke hard."
Innovation, to have a person handing over pieces of wood, with the smallest bit towards the pit, where the stoker stood,
so 14 or 15 pieces could be put in the firebox faster, with economy of movement, which suited smaller handgrips.
(I) gave a demonstration of the story of the film "hysteria", just seen, [tempted to use a bit of wood for added suspense,
but didn’t], which brought the house [kiln], down, and set the tone for the rest of the shift, and produced great heat!!
We therefore feel entirely responsible for the magnificent pieces of work that came out of the back of the kiln, and were
beautifully ashed.
At the opening of the kiln, and the consequent emptying, it became obvious that the work was extremely well fired, and
we need to thank Shige for the superb placement of the pieces in the kiln, which is always a massive task, envisaging
the flame, and ashes traverse through to the chimney, and out, as well as taking out most of the work, which is hard
work in itself!
Sunday produced a gorgeous day, and, certainly for me, it’s one of the highlights of the WPS annual calendar.
It takes years to understand the Japanese aesthetics, in regard to an anagama kiln, and I do wonder what Shige thinks,
when a whole kiln load of "western interpretation" anagama pots are fired. But I do know, that, as a club effort, it fires up
the sense of "belonging" that WPA needs to stay vibrant. So many thanks to the combined efforts of many. (Anneke
Borren)
While some photos (taken by Mike Atkins, Andy Rattenbury, Rhonda Edwards, Gavin Dench and me) have been
included with this article, many more of the over 200 received can be found at this site:
https://picasaweb.google.com/101496314371224632175/8thAnagamaFiring2012?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCJDk9e
q06tLtJg&feat=directlink.
The opening of the kiln on Sunday 23 September revealed some beautiful pieces, accompanied by an extraordinarily
well attended barbeque, providing a fitting climax to this the eighth firing.
An inspection of the kiln after the firing revealed that some arch bricks and key bricks have slumped. The latter will
need to be replaced before the kiln is fired again – an interesting challenge. Also stepped sections of the floor have
slumped, which explains why some of the shelves were no longer level after the firing. These sections will have to be
lifted and the ground beneath levelled. The kiln shelves took quite a hammering and some will have to be replaced.
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Murray McGaughran has kindly volunteered to
repair the hole in the shelter roof above where our
stash of side stoking timber is usually stored.
While on the subject of maintenance, the nail hole
in the shelter roof which allowed water to drip on
one of our honourable stokers, Mia Hamilton, will
be sealed!
Finally I would like to thank June and Graeme
Houston on whose Te Haunui property the kiln is
located. Without their continuing and unqualified
support such firings would not be possible.
Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator

Pottery classes at the rooms
Mondays (handbuilding) and Tuesdays (throwing) 7-9pm - Shane Gallagher
Basic to intermediate 8 week course $145. Enrol through Onslow College (phone 477 1118, email
commed@onslow.school.nz)
Thursdays 5.30-7.30 and 7.30-9.30pm – Rosemary O’Hara
Throwing and hand building for beginners and beyond. 6 week courses run continuously. $120 per course, plus clay
and firing costs. Phone Rosemary 233 0003 or email roseo@klezmer.co.nz.
Saturdays 9.45-11.45am – Anthea Grob & Rosemary O’Hara
Introductory and intermediate class in hand building and wheel throwing. 6-week courses run continuously. $120 per
course, plus clay and firing costs. Contact Anthea to enrol: anthea@ecofabric.co.nz.
Children’s holiday program classes at WPA
7 years up - October 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 10 am to 12 and 1 to 3 pm - $85.00. Contact Rosemary O‟Hara 233 0003 to
book.

Articles for November newsletter need to be emailed to Saskia by 31 October 2012
(saskia.hendrikse@buddlefindlay.com)

As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.

Clubrooms 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), Wellington 6011
or PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6141 | Phone (04) 473 3680 | Email wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
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COMMITTEE 2011/2012
President

Gwyn Williams

21 Ames Street, Paekakariki

04 905 2586

gwynwilliams@gmx.com

Vice President

Mauritz Basson

9 Kilgour Way Crofton Downs

381 6751
021 227 8151

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.
com

Secretary

Kate Ford

14A Salisbury Garden Court,
Cecil Road, Wadestown,
Wellington 6012

473 5356
021 121 6531

kate.ford48@gmail.com

Treasurer

Robyn Connolly

2 Worcester Street, Wilton,
Wellington 6012

977 8448

rob.c@paradise.net.nz

Immediate Past
President

Roger Pearce

47 Simla Crescent, Khandallah

970 2113
027 356 4025

roger.jann.pearce@gmail.com

Newsletter editor

Saskia Hendrikse

146 Mulhern Road, Judgeford¸
Porirua 5381

H 238 2779
021 661 324

Saskia.Hendrikse@buddlefindla
y.com

Librarian

Elaine Marland

91A Webb Street, Wellington

384 4718

marland@xtra.co.nz

Host

Rhonda Edwards

12 Connaught Terrace,
Brooklyn,
Wellington 6021,

389 8751

rhondaedwardsnz@gmail.com

Cubby Curator &
WPA Forms

Donna O’Connor

32 Greyfriars Crescent, Tawa
Wellington 5028

210 2321
027 575 6477

waywardkiwi@gmail.com

Joe Zuccarello

139 Awarua Street, Ngaio,
Wellington 6035

479 1299

Joe.Zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Vivian Rodriguez

49A Moxham Avenue, Hataitai
Wellington 6021

972 0811
021 264 5414

vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz

Anagama
Coordinator

Alan Ross

58 Viewmont Drive, Harbour
View, Lower Hutt 5010

566 8922

alross@clear.net.nz

Database lists

Vera Burton

20 Motueka Street, Ngaio

938 8207

davee@paradise.net.nz

Kiln firings

Shane Gallagher

Kilns & Raku

Mike Atkins

13 Nevay Road, Miramar

970 1205

kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz

Pit Firings

Francesca Costa

Flat 7, 35 Ganges Rd,
Khandallah

479 1522
027 678 6006

costaf@xtra.co.nz

Glazes

Rosemary O’Hara

8 Reserve Road, Plimmerton
5026

233 0003

roseo@klezmer.co.nz

Accounts

Janine Collier

jcollier@symbolique.net

NZP Delegate

Sue Scobie

suescobie@xtra.co.nz

Committee

Co-opted Members

shanedg@gmail.com
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